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Reviewer’s report:

This is a very interesting manuscript.

Comments (please add your comments/responses to the manuscript):

- Why so many targeted biopsies. We usually do 2 per target. The authors did media of 4.

- How experiment was the person performing biopsy? Urologist or radiologist?

- How experiment was the MRI reader radiologist?

- Did you use the TRUS only to delivery or did you actually looked for suspicious HEL? Any TRUS input to your technique?

- This is crucial:

RVS IS NOT a fusion technique. With the RVS there is no superimposed images. The selection point is match visually by the operator and the images are displayed side-by-side. There is no fusion/ overlay or superimposed image..... PLEASE CORRECT accordingly. FUSION is not an appropriate term here. Please correct the Figure legend, as well.

- On Figure, please provide a figure showing the MRI and TRUS clearly, with the same angle, matching each other.

- Could you comment on the costs and logistic of doing a transperineal biopsy , in the OR , under sedation....

- Which antibiotics regiment do you use?

- Detection rate of 41% is low for 16 core biopsy and targeted biopsy. Please comment.

- On multivariate analysis you plugged so many variables for few events. I think this may compromise the entire model. It should be better to use only the stronger predictors on univariate analysis to do the multivariate analysis.
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